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'The memorial to all of them': Landscape and the Holocaust in the Poetry of Michael Longley
Brendan Corcoran

I
In the hedges of the fields just a few hundred yards from our house, there was a lovely old crab-apple tree. I used to climb it. You could lie down -it was so hammocky. I disturbed a blackbird on her nest and she took off. I was furious with myself for having disturbed her -I was only about seven. I gazed at these beautiful blue eggs. I thought, about a week later, dare I go back? I didn't want to disturb her again. I returned. Louts, bastards, had ripped the tree to pieces and there was the nest and the eggs broken and one or two little fledglings lying on the ground. It sounds awfully pathetic, but in some ways I'm still getting over that. I realized there were people around capable of that. It's nothing at all compared to Auschwitz , of course -but Auschwitz begins there. (Corcoran , 2007, p. 119) Michael Longley 's life-long fascination with the natural world stems, in part, from a number of crucial childhood incidents that serve as 'terrible revelations' of the 'pitiless' predation in nature (ibid., p. 118). 1 He describes how a hawk with a sparrow in its claws, got tangled in a sheet hung out to dry, but escaped with the smaller bird still shrieking in its clutches. He then tells of a long-tailed tit's dome-shaped nest, 'so secure and cozy', being 'wrecked by a magpie or a crow' (ibid., p. 119). And finally he presents an account of an un-natural but commonplace -and quintessentially human -scene of perfectly gratuitous violence. In Longley 's testimony, the curious child occupies a 'hammocky' niche in this very local ecosystem, but his seemingly benign presence disturbs the natural order as the frightened blackbird flies away from the nest revealing her eggs beautiful and intact. The seven-year-old is chastened by his impact on this world. Nonetheless, having fought his curiosity for a week, the child returns to the tree only to witness a previously unimaginable level of specifically human destructiveness. The poet's anger remains visceral over sixty years after this event, which impressed upon him both the human capacity for depravity and the ubiquity of such violence. The child's encounter with these broken eggs and the fledglings' bodies strewn in the aftermath of such 'louts' anticipates some of the most powerful scenes in Longley 's poetry addressing war and human life in war's wake. In Longley 's 2006 interview account of his early contact (circa 1946) with gratuitous human violence, the poet from the twenty-first century overtly situates the Holocaust alongside his own childhood awakening to the kind of casual and normalized barbarity that enables genocide. Primo Levi , one of Longley 's most cherished writers, introduces Survival in Auschwitz by also noting that genocide begins with the lamentably commonplace: that 'many people -many nations -can find themselves holding, more or less wittingly, that "every stranger is an enemy"' (Levi , 1996, p. 9) . Levi says that 'for the most part this conviction lies deep down like some latent infection; it betrays itself only in random, disconnected acts, and does not lie at the base of a system of reason. But […] when the unspoken dogma becomes the major premise in a syllogism, then, at the end of the chain, there is the Lager' (ibid., p. 9). In Longley 's account of the nest's violation, the gratuitous destruction of nature as both source and otherness is itself symptomatic of the 'latent infection' described by Levi , in which 'every stranger is an enemy'. As a nature poet preoccupied with war, the Holocaust and its deepest origins have infiltrated Longley 's own sense of nature and the human element in nature.
Longley 's three principle themes are war and its traumas, love and nature, especially the environs of the Irish townland, Carrigskeewaun , on the west coast of county Mayo, where fully a third of his poems are set. 2 While much criticism of his writing focuses appropriately on the importance in his poetry of the Trojan War, World War I and Northern Ireland's Troubles, the Holocaust has also saturated his body of work as an extreme sense of limit and an unalloyable part of our human and poetic condition.
3 This chapter reads Longley 's poetry and, ultimately, his relation to the lyric under the sign of the Holocaust's dark star (compare Blanchot , 1995, p. 2) .
